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Cosmological models that are locally consistent with general relativity and the standard model
constructed, in which an object transported around the Universe undergoesP, C, and CP transfor-
mations. This leads to an enlargement of the gauge groups of electroweak and strong interaction
include antiunitary transformations. Gedanken experiments in these cosmological models show
if all interactions obey Einstein causality thenP, C, and CP cannot be violated. But another model
in which the sign of the charge may be reversed is allowed. Some possible implications to mod
cations of the standard model are considered. [S0031-9007(98)06512-0]
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The great success of the standard model has p
vided hardly any experimental motivation to modify it a
present. I consider here some interesting physical con
quences of generalizing the gravitational, electromagnet
weak, and strong fields, by modifying the global topol
ogy of an appropriate Kaluza-Klein space-time. Suc
topologies need to be studied also if in quantum gra
ity the Feynman amplitudes for all possible topologie
are summed. These generalizations are locally consist
with the causaldynamics of the standard model and gen
eral relativity. And yet, it will be shown by gedanken ex
periments around global circuits in space-time that all b
one of these models are incompatible with the observ
violations of parity (P), charge conjugation (C), andCP
symmetries. This leads to the consideration of some po
sible modifications of the standard model.

Consider first a nonorientable space [1]. An examp
is obtained by identifying a pair of opposite faces of
rectangular box (Fig. 1) continuously so thatA, B, C, D
are identified with A0, B0, C0, D0, respectively. All
sections parallel toABA0B0 have the topology of the
Mobius strip M2. Now let AB, BC become infinite in
length while keepingL  AB0 large but finite. The
Cartesian product of this space with the real lineR is a
nonorientable manifoldM4  M2 3 R2. This amounts
to the identifications0, y, z, td $ sL, y, 2z, td. We may
take this multiply connected manifold [2] endowed with a
flat Minkowskian metric to be a space-time in the absen
of matter.

In the presence of matter, we may consider the Einstein
de Sitter or the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmolog
cal model with zero spatial curvature, with metric [3]

ds2 ; gmndxmdxn

 2c2dt2 1 a2std sdx2 1 dy2 1 dz2d (1)
and energy-momentum tensor

Tmn  sr 1 Pdumun 1 Pgmn , (2)
where the densityr and the pressureP are constant in each
hypersurface orthogonal toum. Then (1) and (2) satisfy
the Einstein’s field equations for appropriate choices
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astd, rstd, and Pstd with um  d
m
0 . For example, for

a pressure-free universe (galaxies idealized as grains
dust with their random velocities neglected)P  0 and
thenastd  At2y3, whereas for radiationP 

1
3 r and then

astd  Bt1y2, whereA andB are constants [3], assuming
zero cosmological constant. All of the astrophysical evi
dence we have at present are consistent with (1). Agai
this cosmology may be made nonorientable by the iden
tification described above (Fig. 1) to obtain a space-time
denotedS1.

Note that when the triadOXYZ is taken toO0, identified
with O, its z axis has reversed direction compared to a
identical triad which was left atO, while the X and Y
axes remain the same (Fig. 1). So, the triad has chang
handedness around this closed curve. A left-handed glo
taken around any such closed curve, denotedG, will return
as a right-handed glove. Another interesting aspect o
this and other space-times discussed here is that th
allow for some locally conserved quantities to be globally
nonconserved. For example, the momentump of a free
particle moving in the spaceM3  M2 3 R described in
Fig. 1 is locally conserved, meaning that in any orientable
neighborhood containing the particlep is conserved. But
if it goes aroundG then its momentum componentpz

FIG. 1. A nonorientable space with zero spatial curvature
obtained by identifying the endsABCD and A0B0C0D0 so that
each primed letter represents the same location as the unprim
one.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1363
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would reverse. Similarly, the angular momentumJ of a
torque-free gyroscope would be locally conserved. Yet
it goes aroundG then the componentsJx , Jy of J would
reverse. Therefore,pz , Jx , Jy are not globally conserved.
Also, the helicityJ ? pyjpj would reverse so that a left-
handed neutrino would return as a right-handed neutrin

To see how this is possible, note first that for ev
ery Killing field j

m
a , the law =nTmn  0 implies, via

Killing’s equation, the local conservation law=mj
m
a  0

wherej
m
a  Tmnjan . The locally conserved momentum

and angular momentum components correspond to
independent translational and rotational Killing fields o
M3. On defining the “charges” inside an oriented man
fold V with boundary≠V by Qa 

R
V

p
2g j0

a d3x, from
Gauss’ theorem,

dQa

dt
 2

Z
≠V

p
2g ji

a dSi . (3)

So,Qa is conserved iff the flux that is the right-hand sid
(RHS) of (3) vanishes. IfV is taken to be the interior
of the box in Fig. 1, then as a particle goes out ofV
through the endA0B0C0D0, because of the identification,
it simultaneously comes intoV through the opposite
end ABCD in M3. Since the identification reverses
the z direction, the contribution that this simultaneou
exit and entry the particle makes to the RHS of (3
vanishes forQa  px , py , Jz but not forQa  pz , Jx , Jy .
Even the definition ofpz , Jx , Jy depends on the chosen
neighborhoods; the above argument shows that for
chosen maximal neighborhood they are not conserv
unlike px , py , andJz. This is because the Killing fields
corresponding topz , Jx , Jy cannot be globally defined
because of the reversal ofz direction in the identification.

The local Us1d gauge symmetry of electromagnetism
implies that the Us1d group acts locally at each point in
space-time. This naturally leads to the five dimension
Kaluza-Klein (KK) geometry that is obtained from space
time by replacing each point by a circle on which th
Us1d group acts locally, and conversely. The electro
magnetic field provides as1-1d correspondence between
neighboring circles, called a connection. As we go arou
a closed space-time curve, denotedg, beginning and end-
ing at a pointo, this correspondence leads to the rotatio
of the circle ato, called the holonomy transformation o
the electromagnetic connection. When a wave function
taken around this curve it is acted upon by this rotatio
and acquires the phase factor exps2ie

H
g Am dxmd, which

can be experimentally observed, whereAm is the electro-
magnetic potential. Ife is the smallest unit of charge,
then these phase factors for different closed curvesg de-
fine the electromagnetic field [4]. Then, for a giveng and
electromagnetic field, these phase factors may be use
define the various charges that replacee.

The electromagnetic field may now be generalized
allowing the identification of the Us1d circles ato to be in
the opposite sense so thatg is the projection of a Klein
bottle in the KK space-time. In particular, ifsx, y, z, t, fd
1364
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are the coordinates of the KK space-time, wheref is the
angular variable in the fifth dimension, consider the slab
space-time0 # x # L with the identification of its ends
by the homeomorphisms0, y, z, t, fd $ sL, y, z, t, 2fd.
Its projection on the usual space-time may be endow
with the metric (1). In this new KK space-time, denote
S2, each two dimensional surface of constanty, z, t is a
Klein bottleK2. So,S2 is topologicallyK2 3 R3.

Such a generalization amounts to enlarging the elect
magnetic gauge group Us1d to Os2d that is generated by the
rotations SOs2d > Us1d of the circle and the reflectionE
about a diameter. Because the above circle ato now under-
goes a rotation andE under the holonomy transformation
associated withg. Although Os2d is non-Abelian, because
it is one dimensional, the gauge field is still Abelian.

Suppose two observers start from the same point ong

and go aroundg and meet. Each would then claim, with
equal justification, that the charges of all the particles
the other observer have changed sign. So, it is not p
sible to determine unambiguously whether the sign of tw
charges at distinct points are the same, because it is ne
sary to bring these charges to the same space-time p
in order to compare them and the result would depe
on the paths they take. Only the absolute value of t
ratio of the charges would be meaningful. Also, charg
is locally conserved because of the Us1d symmetry but is
not globally conserved. This is because if two charg
at the same space-time point are taken along different pa
and brought together again their sum may change. This
similar to the global nonconservation of momentum an
angular momentum mentioned above, and can be und
stood in the same way by means of Gauss’ theorem. Ag
this is due to the Killing field in the fifth dimension tha
generates the Us1d symmetry not being globally defined
But there is local Os2d gauge symmetry, which includes
the usual local Us1d gauge symmetry of electromagnetism

Also, suppose a charged particle wave function is sp
into two wave functions that are made to interfere arou
a closed curve whose generalized electromagnetic hol
omy transformation is an improper Os2d transformation.
The superposed wave function then has the form

csxm, fd  expsiefdc1sxmd 1 exps2iefdc2sxmd , (4)

in a local gauge. Now,cpc has a nontrivialf depen-
dence that makes it spontaneously break the Os2d symme-
try down to the discrete group consisting of an appropria
E and the identity. The charge operatorQ  i

≠

≠f . Since
c is a superposition of opposite charges, it violates t
“charge superselection rule.”

This shows that the often made claim that the local Us1d
gauge symmetry implies the charge superselection rule
incorrect, because the Os2d gauge symmetry here contain
Us1d. When Aharonov and Susskind [5] refuted this claim
they showed how a subsystem may be in a superpo
tion of charge eigenstates, while the entire system do
not violate the charge superselection rule. An examp
is the BCS ground state of a superconductor in which t
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Cooper pairs are in a superposition of different char
eigenstates, thereby breaking the electromagnetic Us1d
gauge symmetry spontaneously, while the entire superc
ductor may have a well defined charge and thus obey
charge superselection rule. But in the present case the
tire system may be in superposition of charge eigensta
and is therefore a stronger violation of this rule.

In the usual electromagnetic theory,Q commutes with
the interactionsso that the eigenstates ofQ form a “pre-
ferred basis” in which the density matrix is diagona
This gives an effective charge superselection rule.
the present more general electromagnetic theory, beca
the time evolution may containE which does not com-
mute with Q that generates the electromagnetic Us1d, it
is “easy” to produce a superposition of opposite charg
states, as in the above example. When such a superp
tion interacts with an apparatus, the apparatus wave fu
tion intensity also gets modulated correspondingly in th
fifth dimension. This would make the fifth dimension ob
servable,like the other four dimensions.

This construction may be extended to the sta
dard model for which the gauge group isG 
Us1d 3 SUs2d 3 SUs3d. The C transform of a spinorc
is cC  ig2cp, where thep denotes complex conjuga-
tion or Hermitian conjugation in quantum field theory
Therefore, asc ! gc under geG, cC ! gpcC . In
the above construction each Klein bottle may be r
placed by a generalized Klein bottle that is closed b
means of the automorphisma of G that is the complex
conjugation asgd  gp for every geG, and the auto-
morphismb of the spinor Lorentz groupL defined by
bsSd  ig2Spsig2d21  2g2Spg2 for every SeL. If
each fiber is a homogeneous spaceGyH, where H is
a subgroup ofG such thatHp  H, then the new KK
space-time, denotedS3, is obtained by the identification
s0, y, z, t, Hgd $ sL, y, z, t, Hgpd. This performs aC
transformation on all the quantum numbers coupled
the gauge fields ofG. Since the operational meaning o
a particle is contained in all its interactions, a partic
taken aroundg in S3 would become its antiparticle, i.e., it
would undergo aC transformation. For example, when
taken aroundg a neutrino will return as an antineutrino.

This leads to a generalization of the standard model
which the gauge groupG is enlarged to a group̃G that
is generated byG acting on itself on the right and the
automorphisma. Then G̃  Os2d 3 S̃Us2d 3 S̃Us3d,
whereS̃Usnd denotes the group of unitary and antiunitar
transformations on ann dimensional complex vector
space that have determinant1. Even whenH is trivial so
thatGyH  G, S3 is not a principal fiber bundle, becaus
the “twist” in the generalized Klein bottle prevents th
definition of the right action ofG everywhere. But
S3 is an associated bundle of a principal fiber bund
with structure groupG̃ over the usual space-time a
the common base manifold. Again by superposingC
eigenstates with distinct eigenvalues the extra dimensio
become observable, as in the case ofS2 above.
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A CP transformation may also be implemented physi
cally by identifying the opposite faces of the slab ac
cording tos0, y, z, t, Hgd $ sL, y, 2z, t, Hgpd. This new
KK space-time will be denoted byS4. Time reversal
may be implemented by the identifications0, y, z, td $
sL, y, z, 2td so that space-time is time nonorientable. Bu
this would violate causality.

It is not necessary to go all the way around the Uni
verse to obtain the above discrete transformations. Cosm
strings, which are predicted to occur in the early universe
have been characterized by proper orthochronous Poinca
transformations of the affine holonomy group around i
[6,7]. These solutions may be generalized to include als
discrete transformations of the entire Poincaré group a
holonomy, e.g., reversal of the direction along the axis o
the cosmic string. The discrete holonomy transformation
would require taking out the axis of the cosmic string from
space-time or turning it into a singularity. This would con-
stitute a generalization of the gravitational field according
to an earlier definition of the gravitational field [7]. A gen-
eralized gauge field “flux” may also be introduced into the
string by letting the gauge field holonomy around the strin
to include the new antiunitary transformationa intro-
duced above.

Except forS2 (and its cosmic string analog) all the space-
times discussed above are disallowed by the violation o
discrete symmetries in weak interaction [1]. InS1 consider
two small capsulesU and U 0 at the same location, each
containing the apparatus for theP violating experiment
proposed by Lee and Yang [8], and performed by Wuet al.
[9]. The magnetic coil, which orients the Co nuclei placed
at the center of the coil, is in thex-y plane. When
the nuclei undergob decay, let the intensity distribution
of electrons befsud, whereu is the angle between the
velocity of the emitted electron and thez axis. Then,
fsud fi fs180± 2 ud, which violatesP. Suppose now that
the two capsules are taken along curves that form a circu
g such that the handedness changes during continuo
transport aroundg. Let there be two twins in the capsules
performing the two respective experiments. When the
meet again and compare their experiments they would fin
that the currents in the two coils in theX-Y plane are
flowing in the same direction. However, the distribution
of the outgoing electrons inU 0 is fsu0d  fs180± 2 ud,
which would be in conflict with the distributionfsud
obtained in the identical experiment performed in the
capsule U. Unlike the “twin paradox” in special relativity
(which is not a paradox), here there is perfect symmetr
between the two twins: each twin would be justified
in saying that it is the other who has undergone aP
transformation. But the above contradiction disallowsS1.

Sinceb decay also violatesC, S3 is also disallowed by
the above type of gedanken experiment. Similarly,S4 is
disallowed by doing identical experiments involving kaon
decay, which violatesCP, in the two capsules. ButS2,
with the generalized Os2d electromagnetic gauge field in-
troduced above, is allowed because the charge revers
1365
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symmetry (orC restricted to purely electromagnetic phe
nomena) is an exact symmetry in all known phenomena

In an expanding universe, there may not be enough tim
for the capsules to go all the way around the Universe a
meet. But in principle, a ring of large number of capsule
hU1, U2, . . .j may be set up around the Universe. Tw
identical capsulesVn, Vn11 meet midway between two
neighboring capsulesUn, Un11 at time t  2T ; thenVn

meetsUn andVn11 meetsUn11 at t  0 . 2T . Finally,
Vn andVn11 meet again att  T to verify if the relevant
experiments inUn and Un11 gave the same result at
t  0. But in each of the above space-times, exceptS2,
there would then be somen for which the experiments
disagree, disallowing this space-time.

It is intriguing that local experiments, combined with
the above-mentioned gedanken experiments, should g
information about the global topology of space-time
How could a neutron “know” the global topology of
space-time so that it can safely decay in aP violating
way without leading to the above contradiction if it were
taken around the Universe? This suggests that the laws
physics have a global aspect due to the reproducibility
an experiment at different parts of the Universe, such
the experiments in the ring of capsules mentioned abov

We may, however, try to find a direct connection be
tween global topology and local violation of discrete sym
metries in terms of actual interactions. It appears that t
simplest way of doing this is to suppose thatP, C, andCP
are not violated by the laws of physics at the most fund
mental level, but that these symmetries are broken spon
neously. In the case ofP violation, there are then two sets
of possible degenerate vacua that are associated with
two possible equivalent orientations. If the boundary co
ditions in the early universe are such that space is nono
entable then neither vacuum can be chosen all the w
around the Universe. So,P is either not spontaneously
broken, or broken in orientable domains so that for a pa
of neighboring domains different orientations are chose
by P violation. But if the boundary conditions are such
that space is orientable then a vacuum with the same o
entation may be chosen everywhere so thatP is violated
in the same manner. It is emphasized that the spontane
breaking of symmetry may occur even though the intera
tions are local and causal.

Another possibility is to give up Einstein causality in
the fundamental physical laws, which was assumed
obtain the above contradictions. Since this principle
very well confirmed by our experience, it appears that w
could give it up only in the early universe when quantum
gravitational effects were important. This is reasonab
also because quantum gravity requires the quantization
space-time geometry including its causal structure, and
therefore inherently noncausal and perhaps also nonloc
So, if quantum gravity violatesP, C, and CP, then its
laws could determine, in a noncausal way, the glob
topology of the KK space-time to be compatible with thes
violations, which persisted as the Universe cooled down
1366
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As for the first possibility, left-right symmetric models
with spontaneous violation ofP have been proposed
[10]. But in the above approach,C and CP may also
be expected to be violated spontaneously. The seco
possibility, above, has the advantage that the noncau
nature of quantum gravity could resolve the horizo
problem [11], namely, the fact that regions in the ear
universe which are causally unrelated nevertheless h
similar properties, such as temperature and density.

If quantum gravity, which is expected to unify all the
interactions, were to violateP, T , C, andCP, then it is
not surprising that the electroweak theory obtained as
low energy limit of quantum gravity should also violate
these symmetries. It would equally not be surprisin
if the classical gravitational field, also a low energ
limit of quantum gravity, contains a residual violation o
P, C, and CP (respectively,CT , PT , and T , assuming
CPT symmetry). It is therefore worthwhile to look
for experimental evidence of violation of these discre
symmetries in the gravitational interaction [12,13].
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